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Movkit DVD to Zune Ripper is an excellent DVD to Zune Converter for the users to easily
convert DVD to Zune movie. It can convert DVD disk, VOB, IFO and so on to Zune MP4
Video(MP4, WMV) and Zune Audio(MP3, AAC, WMA) formats with high quality.

The software provides the functions such as language choice of subtitles and audio track,
multi-angle DVD and so on. There are also many advanced functions, like the visual
adjustment of brightness, contrast, subtitle position, and volume; explicit picture cropping and
several flexible modes of split. All the settings will be reflected in the picture of preview
directly .

In addition to the very beautiful and explicit interface, there are several preset settings, which
the software offers that allow you to minimize the routine and do the task that may require a
couple of hours in just a few minutes.
 

Main Functions

DVD to Zune Movie Converter

Easy Conversion from DVD to Zune Video MP4 and WMV with excellent output quality as
well as extremely high speed.

Music Converter

Offer extremely rapid conversion from DVD to Zune-Supported Audio like MP3, WMA, AAC,
etc.

Key Features

Movkit DVD to Zune Ripper supports all forms of DVD files to Zune video format with
excellent image and flawless sound.

The latest full-screen WMV MP4 and TV-out formats are preloaded in the output
options.

Explicit and simple interface as well as buttons enable the users of this software to
easily operate it without even reading the guide.

Visual function of picture cropping and several kinds of video cropping modes like
16:9, 4:3, full screen and so on make the software convenient to use.
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All encoders/decoders are built-in so that there is no dependence on Windows
Codecs. You can also convert all supported formats while backing-up the DVD to
Zune Video.

Magic Preview makes it possible for the user to see the output pictures which would
appear in Zune before conversion.

Batch mode is available for you to convert a relatively large number of DVD files at
once!

Various Split Modes!

It allows the user to freely select fragments by time, output size, chapter and custom.

System Requirement

Windows 2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista;
1000MHz Intel or AMD CPU, or above;
512 MB RAM or more;
100 MB free hard disk space.
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